The proposed ventilation accelerator improves the performance of the double glass facade. The wind shield not only improves the performance of the double glass facade system, it also provides a desirable architectural condition. The additional piece of glass (or other material) gives the facade an additional layer, so the facade has a three dimensional quality. The design of the wind shield may give other possible benefits, for instance, combining the design of the wind shield and light shelf together.

The above image shows temperature distribution across the section of a typical DGF window with wind shield, where red color represents higher temperature and green color represents lower temperature.
Increased reflection properties lead to reduction in the level of transmission, and consequently also to a reduction in the level of transmission. The addition of metal oxides to the base glass leads to a darker tint which produces a higher ratio of absorption and a resulting increase in the temperature of the glass. The Wind Shield accelerate the air removal rate inside the cavity. Overall the Double Glass Facade reduce the heat gain in summer and heat loss in winter when compared to typical window systems.
The glass layer configuration of the roof is different. The outer pane of glass is reflective glass. It controls the amount of daylight penetrating the atrium, without diminishing the transparence of the volume.
The three challenges of this project are to maintain Volumetric Transparency, achieve environmental integration goals, and accomplish structural lightness.

Structure, space, ecology, the three issues are both independent and interdependent. How to reconcile the contradictions and make them benefit from each other is the key to success.

Although the structure will diminish the portion of transparency, the found structural solution of lightness becomes a statement of spatial elegance.

Although the all-glass box building brings some sustainable worries, the proposed double glass facade minimizes the drawback and maximizes the spacial transparency.

Although the double glass facade performance is not highly associated with aesthetics and it is often for aesthetic reasons the double glass facade is used, thorough consideration of combining the technology and aesthetics brings the conventional double glass facade a 3-dimentional quality and enhancing the ecological performance simultaneously.

I see this thesis is rather asking one question than offering one solution and hope it is a first step toward further investigation of tremendous future potentials of how ecological elements serve as aesthetic ones.
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